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Abstract—Due to their plug and play feature, easy
installation, and higher power yield under partial shad-
ing conditions, microinverters have gained popularity in
the roof-top-PV market. This paper explores a converter
system for the transfomer-less microinverter with coupled
inductor based interleaved boost as the dc-dc stage and
half bridge voltage swing (HBVS) inverter as the dc-
ac stage. The dc-dc stage is capable of offering high
gain with a flexible choice of turns ratio of the coupled
inductor but simultaneously maintaining a reduced voltage
stress on the main switch. The HBVS inverter has the
advantages of reduced capacitor requirement for 120 Hz
power decoupling and being half-bridge derived, minimized
capacitive-coupled common-mode ground currents. A 300
W GaN based inverter prototype with 30 V nominal dc
input and 120 V, 60 Hz nominal ac output and operating
at switching frequency of 200/100 kHz has been developed
to validate the converter’s operation in hardware.

Index Terms—Active power decoupling, coupled induc-
tor interleaved boost, high gain boost, microinverter, min-
imized capacitance, transformer-less PV inverter

I. INTRODUCTION

Photovoltaic (PV) inverters form the backbone of

both utility and residential grid-connected PV systems.

Recently, in such applications microinverters are in-

creasingly grabbing more market share due to its easy

installation, plug and play concept, and higher power

yield under partial shading condition [1], [2]. As they

are directly connected to each of the PV panel, typically

the input voltage for such inverters spans from 30 to

40 V, whereas, to interface to the grid the ac output

voltage needs to be 120 V/ 230 V RMS. This necessitates

a high voltage boost for interfacing a PV panel to the

grid. Thus most of the commercialized microinverters are

implemented with high frequency transformer isolation

providing higher voltage step-up through the turns ratio

accommodation as is done in [1], [3]–[5]. However,

transformer-less versions are preferred because of their

advantages in higher efficiency, reduced volume, and

lower cost with the removal of lossy and bulky trans-

former. Authors in [6]–[10] have proposed non-isolated

high gain boost converters which are also suitable to

implement as the high gain stage of transformer-less

microinverter applications.

The other two challenges encountered by any

transformer-less microinverters are similar to that of any

PV string inverters implemented without isolation [11]–

[13]. These include the mitigation of the capacitively-

coupled ground current arising from the parasitic capac-

itance between the PV panel and grid neutral and similar

to any other single phase rectifiers and inverters, the need

to support double line frequency power decoupling with

reliable and efficient film capacitors.

In this paper, a converter system for the transfomer-

less microinverter with coupled inductor based inter-

leaved boost [14], [15] as the dc-dc stage and half bridge

voltage swing (HBVS) inverter as the dc-ac stage is

proposed. The dc-dc stage has two interleaved phases

and is capable of offering high gain with a flexible

choice of turns ratio of the coupled inductor but si-

multaneously maintaining a reduced voltage stress on

the main switches of both the phases. Additionally, the

inductor current is interleaved, reducing the equivalent

ripple on the converter input current and the inductor

core loss and high frequency copper loss. The HBVS

inverter [16]–[19] has the advantages of connecting the

PV negative terminal to the grid neutral through line-

frequency varying half bridge capacitor, thereby elim-

inating the capacitive-coupled common-mode ground

currents, critical for all transformer-less PV inverters.

Also through sinusoidal variation of the half bridge

capacitor voltage along with a limited ripple on the dc-

link, the decoupling capacitor is reduced allowing an

all-film capacitor implementation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II gives a detail of the basic converter operating

principles of both the high gain dc-dc stage and half-

bridge derived dc-ac stage. Passive and active component

details along with controller design are presented in the

following Section III. Detailed experimental results for

a 300 W hardware prototype designed for microinverter

application with GaN devices are also provided here.
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Fig. 1. Transformer-less microinverter topology in stand-alone mode with coupled inductor interleaved boost as dc-dc stage and half bridge
voltage swing inverter as dc-ac stage.
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Fig. 2. Current waveforms for the ideal interleaved coupled inductor
boost converter.

Finally a conclusion of the presented work is drawn in

Section IV.

II. CONVERTER TOPOLOGY AND OPERATION

Fig. 1 shows the coupled inductor based interleaved

boost followed by HBVS inverter considered for the

transformer-less microinverter application. The high gain

dc-dc stage is realized by coupled inductor with two

interleaved phases, whereas, the dc-ac stage offers an

active power decoupling approach with a large sinusoidal

swing of the half bridge capacitors with a limited 120

Hz ripple on the dc-link to minimize the decoupling

capacitor requirement. It also mitigates the capacitive

ground current. Also the topological variation offers

connecting the grid neutral directly to the PV negative

terminal through half bridge capacitor, which mitigates

the capacitive ground current.

A. Coupled inductor interleaved boost

Fig. 1 shows the circuit schematic of the coupled

inductor interleaved boost converter for providing high

voltage gain. In the present application, two interleaved

phases are considered to scale the power. They process

power in parallel. Each phase is comprised of the active

switch Qs, diode D, and coupled inductor L with turns

ratio 1 : n as shown. The subscript ′1′ in Fig. 1 refers to

the components in phase I. The similar components are

repeated for phase II. Fig. 2 gives the input current (iin)

and primary and secondary side coupled inductor current

for both the interleaved phases assuming ideal coupling

under continuous conduction mode (CCM) condition.

The converter gain (k) is a function of the coupled

inductor turns ratio n as given in (1).

k =
Vo

Vin

=
iL1 + iL2

io
=

1 + nD

1−D
(1)

The MOSFET and diode voltage stress of the main

circuit are given in (2), which shows that the stress on the

MOSFET (Vsw m) is significantly reduced, thus lower

voltage rating switch with lower ON-resistance RDS ON

(which almost varies proportionally with the square of

the blocking-voltage) can be used, reducing the corre-

sponding conduction loss. However, the diode voltage

stress (Vdiode m) is in fact higher than the conventional

boost. But it would not affect the converter efficiency

as the SiC diode forward voltage drop does not scale

remarkably with the voltage rating and diode current is

significantly lower than the main switch current.

Vsw m =
Vo + nVin

1 + n
; Vdiode m = Vo + nVin (2)

For practical implementation (Fig. 3 shows the cou-

pled inductor of each phase) the primary and secondary

windings of the coupled inductor would not be ideally

coupled introducing leakage path in the switching circuit,

voltage oscillation, and power dissipation. Thus an active

clamp is used here to ensure the recycling of the leakage
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Fig. 3. Coupled inductor for each phase for the dc-dc stage.

energy back to the source and limit the voltage stress

on the main switch. But this introduces an additional

active switch, the associated gate driver circuitry, and

corresponding loss in the driving circuit. Qc and Cc

constitute the active clamp circuit for each phase. Qc

is operated in complementary to Qs with appropriate

dead-time.

B. Half bridge voltage swing inverter

The output from the dc-dc stage vdc gets connected to

the HBVS inverter stage as its input. The dc-ac stage is

comprised of a synchronous buck-boost stage followed

by a half bridge inverter. The grid neutral is directly

connected to the PV negative terminal through half

bridge capacitor, which mitigates the capacitive ground

current, a critical requirement for transformer-less PV

inverters as discussed in Section I. The grid voltage and

grid current at an arbitrary power factor cos θ, with the

corresponding instantaneous grid power are given in (3).

vg = Vg sin(ωt); ig = Ig sin(ωt+ θ)

Pg =
VgIg

2
(cos θ − cos(2ωt+ θ)) (3)

As Pg has 2ω ripple component and power from PV

is a pure dc, the instantaneous power from input is not

equal to that of the output and energy storage element is

required to ensure power decoupling i.e., instantaneous

power balance. In this converter a large sinusoidal swing

of the half-bridge capacitors v1 and v2 [expressions are

given in (4] are allowed along with a limited double line

frequency voltage ripple on the dc-link v3 [given in (5)]

to address the power decoupling with a reduced capacitor

value.

v1 =
v3

2
+A sin(ωt+ζ); v2 =

v3

2
−A sin(ωt+ζ) (4)

vdc = V + Vr sin(2ωt+ θ) (5)

where, 2A is the allowed peak-peak ripple of the half-

bridge capacitor voltages, ζ is their phase shift relative

to the grid voltage, V is the dc-link average voltage, and

Vr is the amplitude of dc-link ripple voltage. The ripple

power Pi supported by any capacitor Ci is given in (6).

Pi =
1

2

d

dt

(

Civ
2

i

)

(6)

Using (6), the total ripple power supported by all

the three capacitors C1, C2, and Cdc can be computed

[20] which is Pt = P1 + P2 + Pdc. By comparing the

magnitude and phase of 2ωt terms in Pg and Pt, the

condition for double line frequency power decoupling

as given in (7) is obtained.

V Vr(2Cdc + C) + CA2 =
VgIg

2ω
=

Sg

ω

ζ =
π

4
+

θ

2
(7)

Further, in order to regulate the grid current and

voltage without distortion, the condition given in (8)

needs to be satisfied instantaneously ensuring that the

converter is not over-modulated at any operating interval.

{

v1 > vg if vg ≥ 0

v2 > |vg| if vg < 0
(8)

III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Controller design

For the grid connected mode the objective of the

controller is to control the input voltage according to

the MPPT voltage reference which fixes the power input,

control the grid current depending on the input power,

and control both the DC-link voltages to a mean value

ensuring the voltage stress on the switches is kept within

limits. However in the stand-alone operation, the output

ac voltage is controlled to a reference value and the

output power is determined by the ac load. Based on this

the input voltage reference is fixed by an outer dc-link

voltage control loop. Fig. 4 shows the basic controller

block diagram employed to design four controllers for

each of the stages of proposed microinverter.

B. Component selection and hardware prototype

The component details for a 300 W microinverter are

given in Table I. The capacitors are selected based on

the specified voltage and power decoupling requirement

from (7). The inductors are designed based on the

allowed current ripple. E43/10/28-3F3 ferrite core is
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Fig. 4. Controller block diagram in stand-alone operation.

(a) Power board (b) Control board

Fig. 5. Hardware prototype for GaN based transformer-less microin-
verter with coupled inductor interleaved boost and half bridge voltage
swing inverter (inductors not shown).

used for each of the interleaved coupled inductors and

E64/10/50-3F3 is used for both Lbb and Lg . Litz wire has

been used for winding to obtain a lower high frequency

conduction loss.

A 300 W GaN based converter prototype has been

developed, as shown in Fig. 5. Each of the power

stages is shown separately. The dc-dc stage is real-

ized by EPC2010C GaN switches from Efficient Power

Conversion and top cooled GaN GS66508T from GaN

iL1

vds1

vdc

vds2

vin

iL2

Fig. 6. Coupled inductor interleaved boost converter waveforms
with active clamp at 300 W from 34 V to 320 V (vin: 50 V/div,
vds1, vds2, vdc : 100 V/div, current : 20 A/div, time : 2 µs/div).

Systems are used for the dc-ac stage. The controller

is implemented in a customized DSP board built with

TMS320F28335 as shown in Fig. 5b.

UCC27611 and UCC27511 from Texas Instruments

are used as gate driver for dc-dc and dc-ac stages

respectively. They both have the provision for separate

on and off gate resistors which is critical for operation at

high switching frequency. This allows the use of higher

turn-on and lower turn-off gate resistance ensuring the

reduction of ringing during turn-on for improved electro-

magnetic interference (EMI), as well as decreasing the

chance of Miller turn-on of the complementary switch

turn-off. LeCroy 6200A oscilloscope is used to capture

the waveforms, and the power analyzer YOKOGAWA

WT500 is used to measure the efficiency.

C. Experimental results

Fig. 7 gives the experimental waveforms with active

clamp in phase I and without active clamp in phase II,

illustrating that without active clamp circuit the vds of

the main switch has very high frequency oscillation, and

a higher voltage peak. Fig. 6 shows the coupled inductor

currents, input, output, and main switch voltages for both

the interleaved phases I & II operating from 34 V to

320 V at 200 kHz switching frequency. As expected,

the inductor current is discontinuous due to the presence

of the coupled inductor. It also contains high frequency

TABLE I
COMPONENT DETAILS

Component Parameters

Cin, C1, C2, Cdc 4.7 µF/ 50 V, 5 µF/ 450 V, 5 µF/ 450 V, 16 µF/ 450 V

L1 , L2, Lbb , Lg 1:5 turns ratio; Lm = 39 µH, Llk = 0.16 µH (both w.r.t. prim), 205 µH, 210 µH

Qs1, Qs2, Qc1, Qc2, Q1 −Q4 EPC2010C (4), GS66508T (4)

D1 , D2 C4D05120E (2)
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TABLE II
CONVERTER SPECIFICATION

Parameter Rating

Input 30-40 V

Output 120 V, 60 Hz, 300 W

Switching frequency, fsw 200/100 kHz

iL1

vds1

vdc

vds2

vin

iL2

Fig. 7. Dc-dc stage experimental waveforms with active clamp in phase
I and without active clamp in phase II (vds1, vds2, vin: 10 V/div, vdc
: 50 V/div, current : 1 A/div, time : 2 µs/div).

oscillation arising from the coupled inductor leakage.

But in the presence of the active clamp circuit, the

oscillation is very negligible in the switch voltage and

is being clamped to around 86 V, which is very close to

the stress obtained from (2).

Fig. 8a shows the steady state experimental waveforms

for GaN based transformer-less microinverter operating

at nominal operating condition. It can be seen that the

half bridge capacitor voltages has large sinusoidal swing

and the dc-link has limited 120 Hz voltage ripple to

address the power decoupling. Fig. 8b shows the 100

kHz instantaneous switching level waveforms for dc-ac

stage.

At 200 kHz the efficiency of the dc-dc stage from

hardware is 94.6% and at 100 kHz it is 95.81% at

full power. Whereas, the peak measured efficiencies for

the inverter stage is 98.59% and 98.18% for 50 kHz

and 100 kHz respectively. Fig. 9 shows the efficiency

plot for only the 300 W dc-ac HBVS inverter stage at

different operating loads. Also the CEC efficiencies for

the inverter stage is 98.24% and 97.77% for 50 kHz and

100 kHz respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

The paper discusses a transforemer-less microinverter

topology. The coupled inductor based interleaved boost

dc-dc stage is capable of offering high gain with a

flexible choice of turns ratio of the coupled inductor

but simultaneously maintaining a reduced voltage stress

on the main switch. The HBVS inverter dc-ac stage

has the advantages of reduced capacitor requirement

for 120 Hz power decoupling and being half-bridge

derived, minimized capacitive-coupled common-mode

ground currents. Experimental results are provided to

validate its operation.
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